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FOREWORD
About this report
In changing times it is great to see the culture of giving grow and become embedded in all parts of Russia.
Just as it was great to see Russia welcome sports fans to the World Cup in 2018, and share our culture and
common love of football with people across the globe, so it is heartening to see so many of us sharing what we
have with others; giving to the causes that make such a difference to communities across our country.
Our annual study into the charitable giving by millions of people across Russia again shows a high level of
interest in supporting causes of all kinds.
Half of our compatriots give money to charities and one in six Russians volunteer their time and their skills.
It also shows that people are actively engaged in other forms of civic action which is also very valuable.
Importantly, in our changing world our research found that we maintained the high level of giving which we
reported on in 2017.
This year we were very pleased to see how respondents answered the question on the impact of charities on
their local community, the country and the world as a whole. Half of people see this impact as positive, and
almost no one thinks of it as negative. These figures suggest that there is a growing public awareness of the
work NGOs do and we hope represent increasing loyalty to causes, and growing trust in charities.
We hope that this research will help us better understand the way Russians give – our motivations, habits and
preferences. We are delighted that this research is part of a series by CAF covering countries across the world,
allowing us to compare the emerging trends in Russia with other countries so we can measure our direction of
travel as time passes.
As always what is most important is to recognise the continued generosity of people across our country and the
work that many charities do to improve the lives of our fellow Russians in so many ways. For that we should all
be thankful.

Maria Chertok
Director
CAF Russia

About CAF Russia
CAF Russia is a civil society organisation and CAF’s Global Alliance partner organisation in Russia. Celebrating
its recent 25th anniversary, CAF Russia works to build and support a thriving and sustainable civil society by
providing strategic philanthropic solutions to individuals, companies and foundations. Always at the forefront of
driving continuous development of practices in Russian philanthropy, CAF Russia carried out Russia’s first-ever
Social Return on Investment evaluation (SROI) and is responsible for creating the first robust piece of research
on giving in Russia. Entitled, ‘Russia Giving, 2014’.
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PREFACE
This Russia Giving 2019 report is one of an international series, produced across the CAF Global Alliance,
a world-leading network of organisations working at the forefront of philanthropy and civil society. The series
also includes reports covering Australia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, India, South Africa, the United States, and
the UK.
This is the second edition of this unique collection of country reports. As the series grows we will be able
to look at trends in giving for the first time: why and how people of different ages and social groups give
in different countries; the way they give and who they give to, as well as gaining a better understanding of
people’s participation in social and civic activities beyond financial donations and volunteering.
We hope this suite of reports will give us a greater understanding than ever before of the different
ways in which people give and the lessons we can all learn from giving in different parts of the world.

Michael Mapstone
Director of International
CAF Global Alliance

About CAF
CAF (Charities Aid Foundation) is a leading international charity registered in the United Kingdom. We exist
to make giving go further, so together we can transform more lives and communities around the world. We
are a champion for better giving, and for over 90 years we’ve been helping donors, companies, charities and
social organisations make a bigger impact.
We are CAF and we make giving count.
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KEY FINDINGS
Our analysis provides these key findings for individual giving in Russia:


 round half of people in Russia think that charities have a positive influence both on the country
A
as a whole and on their own local community. Women in particular are likely to say they see a
positive impact.



 ewer people in the 2018 survey report taking part in charitable activity during the last 12 months
F
(61%, down from 67% in 2017).



 round half (49%) of people surveyed gave money in the last 12 months, either by donating to a
A
charity, by giving to a church/religious organisation, or by sponsoring someone. This is slightly lower
than the level in 2017, when we reported that 53% had done so.



Supporting children remains the most popular cause to donate to in Russia (57%).



 he typical amount donated or sponsored in the past 12 months is 2,000 rubles and the most popular
T
method of donation is giving cash (44%).



 omen are more likely to have made a donation than men in the last 12 months (54% of women vs.
W
43% of men).



 ne in six (17%) people have volunteered in the last 12 months, with supporting children remaining
O
the most popular cause (33%).



Younger Russians (18-24 year olds) remain more likely to volunteer than their older counterparts.
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Detailed Findings
1.0

Overall picture of how people get involved

All those interviewed were shown a list of seven activities and asked whether they had done any of these in the
last 12 months, and in the last four weeks.
Figure 1: Which, if any, of the following have you done in the last 12 months/four weeks?
12 months
Given money to a non-proﬁt organisation (NPO)/
charitable organisation

16%

Given money to a church or other religious organisation

Given by sponsoring someone for charity
Volunteered for a church or other religious organisation

13%

5%
4%

36%
33%

15%

6%

14%
11%
33%

None of the above
Don’t know

37%

14%

Given money directly to people/families in need

Volunteered for an NPO/charitable organisation

37%

12%

Given food or goods to an NPO/charitable
organisation/temple or church

5%

4 weeks

49%

11%

Base: All adults aged 18+ (n=1,009)

Fewer people in 2018 report doing at least one of the charitable activities listed – around three-fifths (61%) said
that they did so, down from 67% in 2017. Giving money to a NPO/charity, volunteering for a NPO/charity and
volunteering for a church are the three activities which are mainly responsible for driving the overall decrease.
Those saying they did at least one of of the activities in the last four weeks is unchanged year-on-year at 40%
(41% in 2017).
As was the case in 2017, women are still significantly more likely than men to have done any of the activities
listed, both in the last 12 months (68% of women vs. 53% of men) and in the last four weeks (44% of women vs.
35% of men).
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2.0

How people get involved – detail

2.1 Giving money
Nearly half (49%) of people report giving money in the last 12
months, through a combination of donating to a charity/ NPO (37%),
by giving to religious organisations (33%) or by sponsoring someone
for a charity (14%). A quarter (25%) have given money in at least one
of these ways in the last four weeks.
Women are more likely than men to have donated or sponsored
over the last 12 months (54% vs. 43%), as are those with a family
income of more than 1 million rubles (60% compared to 43% with
an annual family income of less than 200,000 rubles). Amongst the
different age groups, those aged 55 years or more are the least
likely to have donated or sponsored in the last 12 months (42% vs.
an overall average of 49%).

HALF of people
in RUSSIA donated
money
in the past 12 months

2.2 Volunteering
One in six (17%) have volunteered in the last 12 months, down from
22% in 2017. 15% did so for an NPO/charity and 11% for a religious
organisation – a number of people therefore volunteered for both.
The proportion who reported volunteering in the last four weeks is
largely unchanged year on year at 7%.
Younger Russians are more likely to have volunteered in the last
year; 29% of 18-24 year olds having done so, compared with just
10% of those aged 55 or more.

YOUNG RUSSIANS
ARE THE moST likely to
HAVE volunteerED

The top five causes for volunteering remain largely the same as
last year. Volunteers are most likely to give their time to support
children (33%), religious organisations (21%), helping the poor (19%),
supporting older people (19%) and animal welfare (18%). Supporting
scientific research, women’s rights and improving educational access
for vulnerable children and young people are the least likely to have
been supported through volunteering (all 1%).
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3.0

Typical amount given

Those surveyed were asked how much money they had given either in
the past 12 months, or in the past four weeks.
Amongst those who have donated money or sponsored in the past
12 months (but not in the past four weeks) the typical (median) total
amount given over the period was 2,000 rubles, whilst the average
(mean) donation was 8,258 rubles. The median donation from the last
12 months has remained consistent since 2017, but the mean has
risen from 7,940 rubles, indicating that there have been some larger
donations made this year despite the decline in the proportion of
Russians making a donation to charity.

2,000 RUBLES WAS THE
TYPICAL AMOUNT
DONATED
in the past 12 months

Conversely, the size of donations made in the last four weeks has
decreased since 2017. The typical (median) donation made in the
last four weeks is 1,000 rubles, a decrease from 1,500 rubles; the
average (mean) donation made in the last four weeks is 6,478 rubles, a
decrease from 6,958.
Whereas in 2017 there was a significant gap between the amounts
that men and women donated, in 2018 they both report giving similar
donations. The average (mean) amount given over the last 12 months
(but not in the past four weeks) is 8,546 rubles for men (compared to
9,857 rubles in 2017) and 8,048 rubles for women (compared to 6,298
rubles in 2017).
Amongst people who gave in the last 12 months (but not the last four
weeks) those aged under 45 gave significantly more than those aged
45 or more (12,252 rubles vs. 3,616 rubles).
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8,258 rubles was the
average (mean)
donation

4.0

Which causes people give to

Supporting children (orphans, seriously ill children, children with disabilities) is the most popular cause
to donate to in Russia, with almost three-fifths (57%) of donors having done so. Supporting religious
organisations/churches (36%, up from 30% in 2017) and helping the poor (26%) come in second and third,
followed by animal welfare (21%) and supporting disabled people (19%). These are the same top causes as
seen in 2017.
Women are more likely to have given to animal welfare (27% vs. 13% of men), while men are more likely
to have given to supporting schools, colleges and universities (8% vs. 4%), sports and leisure activities
(7% vs. 1%), fighting drug addiction (6% vs. 2%), and youth causes (4% vs. 1%).
Older Russians aged 55 or more are more likely to have supported religious organisations (48% vs. an overall
average of 36%), while the youngest group is more likely to have given to help the poor (40% vs. 26% on
average), supporting disabled people (32% vs. 19% on average), and supporting homeless people (26% vs.
12% on average).

Figure 2: Which of the following causes have you donated to/sponsored in the last 12 months/four weeks?

57%
Children

36%

Religious
organisations

26%
Helping

the poor

Base: All donors (n=494)
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5.0

How people give

Giving using cash is the most common method of donation (44% of donors), followed by giving online with a
bank/credit card (36%), and via text (35%). Giving via direct debit and membership fees are very low (both 2% of
donors), as are using payment terminals and workplace giving programmes (both 3%).
Men who donated are more likely to have done so through buying a raffle ticket (9% vs. 4% of female donors)
whilst women donors are more likely to have used a contactless bank/credit card (6% vs. 1% of male donors).
Donors with annual family incomes of less than 300,000 rubles are more likely to have given through a donation
box in a shop or other public place (36% vs. 25% of donors on average) and are less likely to have used a
digital wallet (3% vs. 11% of donors on average). Donors with an annual family income over 1 million rubles are
more likely to have purchased goods from a charity (23% vs. 13% of donors on average) and to have given at a
fundraising event (17% vs. 8% of donors on average).
Figure 3: In the last four weeks/twelve months have you given to a cause by any of these methods?

Other 1%
Membership fees
Direct debit

44% 36%
Cash

2%

Online with a
bank/credit
card

2%

35%

3%

Workplace giving
Payment terminal

3%

Contactless bank/
credit card

4%

5%
Raﬄe 6%

SMS/text

25%

Over the phone

A fundraising event
Base: All donors (n=494)
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Donation
box

8%

11%
Digital
wallet

13%
Purchase
goods

6.0

Why people give

The top five reasons for giving are unchanged from 2017. Caring
about the cause is the most common reason for donating (45%
of donors) followed by wanting to help people less fortunate than
themselves (38%), believing everyone needs to help solve social
problems (32%), realising they can make a difference (31%) and
because it makes them feel good (31%).

caring about the
cause
is the most common
reason for giving

Realising they can make a difference is a more popular reason
for giving money amongst donors aged 25-44 (41% vs. 31% on
average), while those aged over 55 are more likely to say they give
because people ask them to (24% vs. 17% of donors on average).
Few donors cite their family or wider culture as reasons for giving.
One in 20 (5%) say that they donated because society expects this
behaviour, and a similar number (6%) say they did so because everyone in their family donates.

Few
donors
cite their
or wider
culture
as reasons
One inmoney
20 (5%)
they
donatedweeks?
Figure
4: Which
of thefamily
following,
if any,
are reasons
thatfor
yougiving.
have given
in say
the that
last 12
months/4
because society expects this behaviour, and a similar number (6%) say they did so because everyone in their
2018
2017
family donates.
45%
47%

I care about the cause

38%

I want to help people less fortunate than me

43%

32%
33%

I believe we all need to help
solve social problems
I realise I can make a diﬀerence

27%

31%
31%
33%

It makes me feel good

24%
25%

It helps me become a better person

20%
21%

I trust the organisation(s) I donate to

19%
19%

My religion encourages giving

17%
18%

People ask me to

15%
16%

I want to set an example for others
(my children, friends, colleagues, employees, etc.)

6%

Everyone in my family donates

8%

5%
5%

Society expects this behaviour from me
Other

1%
1%

None of the above

0%
1%

Base: All donors (n=494)
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7.0

Engaging in civil society

This year we also asked about people’s participation in other social and civic activites besides the giving
behaviour already described earlier in the report. All those interviewed were shown a list of five activities and
asked whether they had done any of these in the last 12 months.
Figure 5: In the last 12 months, have you been active in a political or social cause in any of the following ways?
36%

Signing a petition
Taking part in a local consultation

21%
11%

Taking part in a demonstration

5%

Volunteering at elections
Joining a political party

1%

Other

1%
46%

None of these
Don’t know

1%

Base: All adults aged 18+ (n=1,009)

Just over half (53%) of people surveyed have taken part in at least
one of the civic activities listed. Men are more likely than women
to say that they have taken part in a local consultation (25% vs.
18% of women) whilst young people are much more likely than
any other age group to have volunteered at an election; one in
seven (15%) 18-24 year olds have done this in the last 12 months
(compared to a low of 2% of those aged 55 or over). This is likely
to be driven in part by the presidential election in March 2018.
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HALF have taken
part in at least
one civic activity

8.0

The impact of charities

Around half (49%) say that charities have a positive influence both on their local community and
internationally, and slightly more (55%) say that charities have a positive impact on Russia as a whole. Very few
people overall say that charities have a negative impact on any of these areas.
Women are more likely than men to perceive a positive impact from charities, on their local communities (52%
vs. 45% of men); on Russia as a whole (59% vs. 50% of men); and internationally (53% vs. 44% of men).
Younger people tend to be more positive about charities’ impact, particularly on their local communities –
57% of 18-24 year olds think the impact is positive compared to a low of 41% of those aged 55 or over.
Figure 6: What impact, if any, do you think charities have had?

15%

A very positive impact

14%

14%

A fairly positive impact
No impact at all

34%

35%

41%

A fairly negative impact
A very negative impact
Don't know

24%

29%

23%
1%
23%
1%

2%
2%

2%
1%

21%

19%

24%

On your local community

On Russia as a whole

Internationally

Base: All adults aged 18+ (n=1,009)
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9.0

Encouraging future giving

The top two things that would encourage people to donate more
money, time or goods over the next 12 months are unchanged
from 2017 – having more money themselves (58%) and knowing
how their money would be spent (55%). 4% say that nothing would
make them increase their giving in the next 12 months.
Those in the Ural region are particularly likely to say that more
transparency in the NPO/charity sector would encourage them to
donate more in the next 12 months (36% vs. 23% on average).

58% would donate
more if they HAD
more money

Those with an annual family income of more than 1 million rubles
are more likely to say that tax incentives (16% vs. 9% on average)
and being able to find a charity which works towards a specific
cause they care about (19% vs. 13% on average) would make them
donate more in the coming year.

55% would donate
more if they knew
how their money
would be spent
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METHOD
This report is based on data collected by YouGov on behalf of CAF.
In Russia, 1,009 interviews were completed online between 2 and 31 August 2018. The survey was
conducted using YouGov’s panel partner, Toluna, an international online panel provider.
The sample is nationally representative and is weighted to known population data on demographics
including age, gender and region.
Diﬀerences are reported at the 95% confdence level (the level of confidence that the results are a true
reﬂection of the whole population). The maximum margin of error (the amount of random sampling
error) is calculated as ±3%.
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CAF Global Alliance
The CAF Global Alliance is a leading international
network of independent, locally led organisations
working at the forefront of philanthropy and civil
society. It is a champion for better giving and civil
society and harnesses local knowledge and expertise to
help donors, companies and civil society make a bigger
impact. Last year more than 70,000 charities received
over £500m in donations in more than 100 countries.

CAF Russia
101000, Moscow
Myasnitskaya St., 24/7
Bld. 1, Entrance 10
4th Floor, Office 102
T:
E:

+ (495) 792 5929
info@cafrussia.ru
CAF Russia
CAF Russia

www.cafrussia.ru

Charities Aid Foundation
10 St Bride Street
London EC4A 4AD
25 Kings Hill Avenue, Kings Hill,
West Malling, Kent ME19 4TA UK
T:
E:

+44 (0)3000 123 000
research@cafonline.org
@cafonline
Charities Aid Foundation
Charities Aid Foundation

www.cafonline.org

